CHANNELIZATION LEGEND

- L-1: DOUBLE YELLOW CENTER LINE
- L-2A: 8" SOLID YELLOW LINE (BARRIER AREA)
- L-2X: YELLOW TWO WAY LEFT TURN LINE
- L-3A: DASHED 4" WHITE LANE LINE
- L-5T: THERMALPLASTIC WHITE 8" CROSSWALK
- L-6ST: THERMALPLASTIC WHITE 16" STOP LINE
- L-6XT: THERMALPLASTIC WHITE 24" STOP LINE
- L-7XT: THERMALPLASTIC LEFT ARROW
- L-7XT: THERMALPLASTIC THROUGH ARROW

SIGNING LEGEND

- TR-10: 10' SIGN POST
- M-9: LEFT LANE ROUGE SYMBOL
- H-9: LEFT LANE END

CONSTRUCTION LEGEND

- INSTALL
- REMOVE
- RELOCATE/REPLACE
- CUT OUT SIGN
- NEW SIGN

CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. LANE BARDELS SHALL BE INSTALLED WITH ALL LANE LINES PER STD 370
2. MAINTAIN CENTER TURN LANE THROUGH INTERSECTIONS ONLY AS SHOWN IN PLANS

NOTES:

- LANE BARDELS SHALL BE INSTALLED WITH ALL LANE LINES PER STD 370
- MAINTAIN CENTER TURN LANE THROUGH INTERSECTIONS ONLY AS SHOWN IN PLANS

23RD AVE/24TH AVE
PHASE 3
CHANNELIZATION LEGEND

L-1
DOUBLE YELLOW CENTER LINE

L-2A
6" OLD YELLOW LINE (QUARTER LANE)

L-2R
YELLOW TWO WAY LEFT TURN LINE

L-25
DASHED 4" WHITE LANE LINE

L-457
THEMOPLASTIC WHITE 8" CROSSWALK

L-457X
THEMOPLASTIC WHITE 16" STOP LINE

L-697
THEMOPLASTIC LEFT TURN MARKER

L-697T
THEMOPLASTIC THROUGH MARKER

SIGNING LEGEND

10" SIGN POST

LEFT LANE Российский символ
LEFT LANE ENDS

CONSTRUCTION LEGEND

INSTALL

REPLACE

RELOCATE/RENEW

CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. LANE MARKERS SHALL BE INSTALLED WITH ALL LANE MARKERS PER STD 710

2. MAINTAIN CENTER TURN LANE THROUGH INTERSECTIONS ONLY AS SHOWN IN PLANS

NOTES:

1. LANE MARKERS SHALL BE INSTALLED WITH ALL LANE MARKERS PER STD 710

2. MAINTAIN CENTER TURN LANE THROUGH INTERSECTIONS ONLY AS SHOWN IN PLANS

23RD AVE/24TH AVE

PHASE 3
City of Seattle

SCALE IN FEET

CONSTRUCTION NOTES:
1. WATCH FOR EXISTING CENTERLINE AT THIS POINT
2. MAINTAIN EXISTING ALLEAGEMENT THROUGH CURVE
3. MAINTAIN AND REPAINT EXISTING C-CURB
4. TEMPORARY LANE LINE

NOTES:
1. LANE MARKERS SHALL BE INSTALLED WITH ALL PART LINES PER STD 710
2. MAINTAIN CENTER TURN LANE THROUGH INTERSECTIONS ONLY AS SHOWN IN PLAN